
Sermon 6: Revelation 1:1: The Revelation of Jesus Christ 
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Having laid a large foundation for how we want to read Revelation we can finally tackle the 

text so we begin by looking at the title that comes from verse 1, ‘The revelation of Jesus 

Christ, which God gave him to show to his servants the things that must soon take place. He 

made it known by sending his angel to his servant John.’  The very first word in the Greek is 

the word ‘apokalupsis’ which literally means ‘Revelation’.  The word means ‘unveiling’ and 

must be stressed because it implies that what God is doing is revealing something that He 

wants to be understood. Revelation is not the obscuring, the hiding or the confusing of 

something but unveiling and informing.   

 

This word ‘apokalupsis’ has become a name for a type of literature that was around a couple 

of hundred years both BC and AD, called apocalyptic literature.  ‘George Ladd holds that 

apocalyptic rose out of a historical milieu that involved a historical-theological problem 

consisting of three elements: (1) the emergence of a “righteous remnant” who maintained 

loyalty to the law over against the prevailing mood of compromise; (2) the problem of evil in 

the sense that even when Israel was apparently keeping the law she was undergoing 

suffering and national abuse; and (3) the cessation of prophecy at the very time when the 

people needed a divine explanation for their historical plight. A major role of the apocalypse 

was to explain why the righteous suffered and why the kingdom of God delayed.’1   

 

The book of Revelation is similar but different to the usual apocalyptic writing in the 

following ways: 

‘1. In both Revelation and other apocalyptic writings, angels appear commonly as tour 

guides and interpreters. 

2. Like the other books of its genre, Revelation was written during a time of intense 

persecution of believers. Suffering has been a recurrent feature of the history of the people 

of God. Some scholars have referred to apocalyptic works in general as “tracts for hard 

times.” Revelation was clearly written at just such a time of difficulty for Christians. The 

author describes himself as his readers’ “companion in the tribulation” (1:9). One of the 

recipient churches had lost a member to martyrdom (2:13), and others were warned of 

impending tribulation, imprisonment, and testing (2:10; 3:10). One of the main themes of 

the predictive portion of the book is that great suffering lies ahead, and martyrdom is a 

recurring theme. 
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3. Another obvious similarity between the canonical Apocalypse and its uninspired 

counterparts is the use of vivid images and symbols (monsters and dragons, symbolic 

numbers and names, etc.) in depicting the conflict between good and evil. A failure to take 

full account of this feature has led to some of the most outlandish teachings on this book by 

some whose rule of interpretation is “literal, unless absurd.” Though this is a good rule when 

dealing with literature written in a literal genre, it is the exact opposite in the case of 

apocalyptic literature, where symbolism is the rule, and literalism the exception. 

A very good illustration of this is seen in the following apocryphal additions to the biblical 

Book of Esther, added to the book centuries after its composition, in the guise of a prelude 

and postscript written by Mordecai. It is typical of the apocalyptic style of the period that 

produced it. At the beginning of the book, an apocalypticist has created this prelude 

containing an alleged dream of Mordecai: 

Behold, noise and confusion, thunders and earthquake, tumult upon the earth! And behold, 

two great dragons came forward, both ready to fight, and they roared terribly. And at their 

roaring every nation prepared for war, to fight against the nation of the righteous. And 

behold, a day of darkness and gloom, tribulation and distress, affliction and great tumult 

upon the earth! And the whole righteous nation was troubled, they feared the evils that 

threatened them, and were ready to perish. Then they cried to God and from their cry, as 

though from a tiny spring, there came a great river, with abundant water, light came, and 

the sun rose, and the lowly were exalted and consumed those held in honor (A:3–10). 

Then follows the Book of Esther, after which Mordecai sums up as follows: 

I remember the dream that I had concerning these matters, and none of them has failed to 

be fulfilled. The tiny stream which became a river, and there was light and the sun and 

abundant water—the river is Esther, whom the king married and made queen. The two 

dragons are Haman and myself. The nations are those gathered to destroy the name of the 

Jews. And my nation, this is Israel, who cried out to God and were saved (F:2–6). 

These additions, written in the apocalyptic style of the period, are particularly instructive to 

us since we know the story of Esther and can see how the symbols correspond to actual 

events. We can also easily spot the similarities of style with that of the Book of Revelation, 

written in the same genre. Apocalyptic imagery is also used in some canonical books of the 

Old Testament (e.g., Isa. 24, Dan., Ezek., Zech.) and in Jesus’ Olivet Discourse (Matthew 

24; Mark 13; Luke 21). 

In Revelation, personal and national entities are portrayed as animals, for example, a Lamb, 

a dragon, monstrous beasts, mutant locusts, etc. Two cities, symbolically depicted as a 

harlot and a bride respectively, are given symbolic names, like Babylon, Sodom, and Egypt, 

and Jerusalem. A woman (apparently) is symbolically called “Jezebel.” Political upheavals are 

symbolically described in terms of cosmic disruptions: the sun and moon darkened, stars 

falling, every island and mountain disappearing, etc. 

4. As in other apocalypses, certain numbers in Revelation convey concepts more than 

merely count units. The most evident of these is seven—the number of completeness or 

perfection (compare Deut. 28:7, 25; Ps. 12:6; 119:164; Prov. 9:1; 24:16). In Revelation, 

there are seven churches, seven seals, seven trumpets, seven bowls, seven thunders, seven 

beatitudes, etc. Fractions like one-third and multiples of twelve (24, 144,000) are used in 

ways that transcend their value as mathematical units. Also, it seems unwise to press for 

literal interpretations of time periods in many cases. Very arguably, “1000 years” means “a 



very long time” (as in Ps. 90:4 and 2 Pet. 3:8), contrasted with passages where “10 days” 

(2:10), “one hour” (17:12), and the indefinite “a little while” (20:3) would seem to convey 

the concept of a short time in equally nonspecific terms.’2 

 

Revelation also differs from the apocalyptic genre in the following ways: 

‘1. Unlike other Jewish apocalyptic books, however, Revelation claims to be inspired by God 

as a prophecy. The Christian church has recognized God’s inspiration of this book and has, 

for that reason, recognized it as part of the complete canon of Scripture. Other apocalyptic 

writings have not been so recognized by the historic Christian church. 

2. Revelation also identifies by name its true author, while other apocalyptic authors 

generally adopted pseudonyms, claiming to have been written by famous persons of 

previous centuries, such as Enoch or Solomon. 

3. Revelation actually predicts the future, while noncanonical apocalyptic writings merely 

appear to do so. When, for example, they use as a pseudonym a famous figure like 

Solomon, they write from the perspective of that figure’s own time. From that time, the 

apocalyptic book appears to write about the future, leading up to the actual time in which 

that book was actually produced. Actually, the “predictions” are a retelling of recent history. 

The Book of Revelation, however, actually is what it claims to be: an epistle in the 

apocalyptic mode that predicts events of the future under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit.’3 

 

The book of Revelation speaks in the familiar literature types of the day because God wants 

to be understood.  God cares for His people, and longs for His people to be encouraged and 

comforted.  I see the book of Revelation as part 2 of a movement that God began in the OT 

prophecies of Daniel, Ezekiel, Zechariah and other parts of the OT.  We see in these 

prophets a prototypical apocalyptic form, these biblical books defined the genre as they 

promised hope for the future.  We see whole bunch of counterfeits arise some of which are 

in the apocrypha and finally God has a last word in Revelation where He consummates the 

expectation He had begun.  

 

The symbolic nature of the book is strengthened in v1 by the words, ‘He made it known’ in 

the Greek this is literally He made it known by signs, or signified.  God does not merely 

reveal but He reveals with signs/symbols.  This supports the fact that we are not to proceed 

with a literal where possible hermeneutic with this book but seek to interpret the various 

symbols.    

 

Transmission 

 

There are 6 steps of transmission for this wonderful book revealed in v1-3.  It comes from 

the Father, to the Son, to the angel, to John, to the Reader and finally the hearer.  This 
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transmission is visually portrayed for us in Rev. 4-5.  There we see at least 2 of the stages, 

John sees, and Christ receives the scroll.  Likewise in Rev. 10 we see the angel giving John 

the ‘little book’ which he is then to eat and then prophesy.   

 

The inclusion of a reader is a practice that is carried over from Judaism.  We see it in 

Nehemiah 8:2-3, ‘So Ezra the priest brought the Law before the assembly, both men and 

women and all who could understand what they heard, on the first day of the seventh 

month. 3 And he read from it facing the square before the Water Gate from early morning 

until midday, in the presence of the men and the women and those who could understand. 

And the ears of all the people were attentive to the Book of the Law.’  We see it as the 

synagogue practice in Luke 4:16 and Acts 13:15.  This practice continued in the early 

churches usage gives us a precedent to have the public reading of the word as part of our 

worship.  For the many who could not read and write, and the great expense to copy a 

scroll, this would have been one of the only times they could have access to the word. 

 

Time 

 

 The last thing we want to look at in verse 1 is the time reference, ‘to show His servants the 

things that must soon take place.’  These words must be considered in light of what Daniel 

saw.  It does not mean something that will happen suddenly without warning as 

Dispensationalists make out, nor something that will happen speedily, but rather something 

that must happen imminently.  Daniel 8:26 makes a reference to sealing up the vision, but 

Revelation 4-5 marks the unsealing of the scroll which represents God’s plan for history, 

‘The vision of the evenings and the mornings that has been told is true, but seal up the 

vision, for it refers to many days from now."  The words indicate that the time was upon 

them, that the various visions of Revelation were going to experience a soon fulfilment, this 

puts to bed all notions of only a future far off fulfilment. 

 

What I take away from this study is God’s earnest desire to communicate life saving truths 

to His people.  He reveals, He condescends to use a familiar genre, He puts it in picture 

language, He warns of what will happen soon.   

     

 

   

 

 

 


